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ABSTRACT 
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A general basis for the definition of a finite but unbounded number of parallel processes is the 
equation S(n, dt) = P(O, get(O, dt))< eq(n, 0) .(P(n, get(n, dt)) II S(n - 1, dt)). In this formula 
eq(n,O) is an equality test, and get(n, dt) denotes the n-th data element in table dt. We derive 
a linear process equation with the same behaviour as Sen, dt), and show that this equation is 
well-defined, provided one adopts the principle CL-RSP from [4]. 
In order to demonstrate the strength of our result, we use it for the analysis of a standard 
example. We show that n + 1 concatenated buffers form a queue of capacity n + 1. 

1 Introduction 

Distributed algorithms are often configured as an arbitrarily large but finite set of processors 
that run a similar program. Using the formalism !-,CRL (micro Common Representation 
Language [9]) this can be described, using recursion and operators for parallelism. 

Several benchmark verifications in !-,CRL and process algebra are therefore based on the 
parallel composition of an arbitrary large, but finite number of processes, that basically fit the 
same description, modulo some data parameters. We mention Grid Protocols [3J, a Leader 
Election Protocol [6], a Summing Protocol [8], Milner's Scheduler [15J, and the IEEE 1394 
Tree Identify Protocol [19]. 

This observation led to the question whether a more general theorem for handling such 
processes would be feasible, and if so, whether it would be useful. Let us first describe the 
problem in more detail. 

Assume that the individual processes are given by P(k), where kEN is the index of the 
process. The following equation puts n + 1 of these processes in parallel: 

S(n:N) = P(O)<l eq(n, 0) r>(P(n) II S(n - 1)) (1) 

where the function eq is used for an equality test, and the expression x<l b r>y denotes "if b 
then x else y". (For convenience, data parameters are not considered in equation 1.) Clearly, 
the process S(n) stands for P(n) II ( ... (P(l) II P(O)) .. . ). 

The description in equation (1) gives rise to two issues. The first one is whether the 
equation unambiguously defines that S(n) is the parallel composition of the processes P(k). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 2 

It is clear that the parallel composition of processes P(k) is a solution for S(n), but is it 
the only one? In this paper we show, assuming the principle CL-RSP (Convergent Linear 
Recursive Specification Principle [4]), that this is the only solution for S(n). So, an equation 
in the form of (1) is indeed a proper definition. 

The second issue is to transform the description in (1) to a format that is more suitable 
for verification purposes. Many case studies have shown that for the analysis and verification 
of JLCRL processes, the so-called linear format is an adequate basis for verifications. We 
already have a long record of verifications based on linear process descriptions, see for example 
[5,6, 8, 11, 19]. For this reason, our MCRL tool set [17] is particularly tailored for the analysis 
of linear process descriptions. The results in this paper will therefore not only be helpful in 
manual verifications, but they will also contribute to the further development of the tool set. 

The uniformity and relative simplicity of the linear format also allows a more uniform 
approach to the theory for verification. For instance, in this paper we use the cones and foci 
technique [11], which is also based on the linear format. 

Now, assuming processes P(k) in a linear format, we derive a linear process equivalent to 
S(n). Actually, the "Composition Theorem" (3.7) we thus provide is rather straightforward. 
However, it takes care of several details that are easily overlooked when carrying out the 
tedious act of linearisation of a set of processes without the help of such general theorems. 
It should be noted that all our proofs are fully syntactic in nature, and only depend on the 
Recursive Specification Principle, induction, and data and process axioms. 

We think that Theorem 3.7 is a convenient tool for the verification of distributed systems 
with an unbounded, but finite number of uniform processes. As an illustration we concatenate 
n+l1-place buffers, linearise the overall process using Theorem 3.7, and show that it is equal 
to a queue of size n + 1. 

In our view, "expansion" is the 'extraction' of initial actions from a set of parallel processes. 
This is usually achieved using semantic arguments, and without taking data parameters into 
consideration. On this type of expansion we found a number of results. In [16], for instance, 
there are some classical theorems for expanding a set of parallel processes. Furthermore, there 
are quite some results on algorithms for the model checking of specifications with multiple, 
similar processes. See e.g. [14, 18]. 

Purely syntactic, algebraic results on the composition of multiple parallel processes into 
a single process, seem to be scarce. In [1], however, there is a theorem for the composition 
of two processes, and in [3] general results can be found for the parallel composition of 
small computational units, with mUltiple input and output ports, into larger networks; Grid 
Protocols. Such networks can be used for modeling all kinds of algorithms (see also [20]). 

We have found no results where - as in our work - a large part of the control structure of a 
process is removed from the process expression, and coded again using data parameters. We 
therefore think that the main result in this paper is quite unique in its sort, but also that it 
is not necessarily restricted to the setting of JLCRL. 

Acknowledgements. We thank Wan Fokkink, Fran~ois Monin and Alban Ponse for their 
comments. 
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2 {lCRL 

The axiom system pCRL (pica CRL, which is I,CRL without operators for parallelism) is 
presented first. It serves as the basic framework for our studies. The following step is to in
corporate operators for parallelism and introduce /lCRL. Also the concept of linear processes 
is introduced, as well as the Recursive Specification Principle. 

2.1 Axioms for peRL 

Atomic actions are the building blocks of processes. Therefore, axiom systems in process 
algebra have a set of atomic actions A as a parameter. The actions are parameterised with 
data, and w.l.o.g. we may assume that all actions have exactly one such parameter. The set 
of action labels is denoted AL. For process variables we use x, y, Z, •• • and for process terms 
we use p, g, T, .••• Choice or alternative composition is 0 by +, and sequential composition by 
., which is often omitted from expressions. We write· only in the tables of axioms. Deadlock 
is 0 by 0, and silent step by T. We use a, b, c, ... to denote elements from either AL, AL U { T } 

(ALT), A or AU {o, T} (A"T). 
Table 1 lists the axioms of pCRL. Axioms AI-A 7 are well known from process algebra. 

The E-operator and the use of capital X will be explained below. 

Al x+y=y+x SUMI Ed,Dx =x 
A2 x + (y + z) = (x + y) + Z SUM3 EX=EX+Xd 
A3 x+x=x SUM4 Ed,D(Xd+ Yd) = EX + EY 
A4 (x + y)·z = x·z + y·z SUM5 (EX)·x = E&D(Xd·x) 
A5 (x·y)·z = x·(y·z) SUMll (VdED Xd = Yd) -t EX = EY 
A6 x+o=x 
A7 o·x = 0 Cl X<l t t>y = x 

C2 X<lft>y = y 
Booll ,(t = f) 
Bool2 ,(b = t) -t b = f 

Table 1: Axioms of pCRL 

Data types in /lCRL are algebraically specified in the standard way using sorts, functions 
and axioms. For data sorts we use D, E, ... , and for data variables of the respective sorts we 
use d, e, .... In /lCRL we assume sort Bool for booleans. 

Sort Bool contains the constants t ("true") and f ("false"). Typical boolean variables are 
b, c, ... , and the use of booleans in process expressions may become clear from the axioms 
Cl and C2 for the conditional construct _ <l _ t> _. For sort Bool we assume connectives 
,,1\, V, -t with straightforward interpretations, and for the construction of proofs we (im
plicitly) use the proof theory for /lCRL [10], which also provides a rule for structural induction 
on data terms. For booleans, this implies that we may use the principle of case distinction 
in proofs, i.e., if a formula <p holds for both b = t and b = f then <p holds in general. 
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We moreover assume the presence of the sort N of natural numbers with the constants 
0,1,2, ... , and standard operations such as +, -, :S, :;" >, < and eq (equality, also written 
"="). We use standard induction on natural numbers. 

If we want to use induction in proving properties of data terms, we have to assume that the 
models for the data specifications involved are minimal. For the booleans this implies that 
there are not more than two booleans (axiom BooI2). We also have to assume that t and f 
are different (Booll), because otherwise the conditional construct would not be well-defined. 

In general, for n > 0 finite sums PI + ... + Pn are abbreviated by EiEJ Pi, where I = 
{I, ... ,n}. In pCRL, a summation construct of the form Ed,DP is a binder of variable d of 
data sort D in p. D may be infinite. 

In axioms SUMx distinction is made between sum operators E and sum constructs Ed,D p. 
The X in E X may be instantiated with functions from some data sort to the sort of processes, 
such as )"d:D.p, where variable d in P may not become bound by E. We also have expressions 
Ed,D x, where some term P that is substituted for x may not contain free variable d. Data 
terms are considered modulo a-conversion, e.g., the terms Ed'DP(d) and EeB pre) are equal. 

In our calculations we work modulo a..qsociativity and commutativity of +, and we do not 
explicitly state the use of simple algebraic properties of the operators on booleans and natural 
numbers. Also the axioms CI and C2 are used implicitly. As a rule, brackets are omitted 
from boolean expressions according to the convention that ~ binds stronger than V and II, 
and that these in turn bind stronger than -+. 

Lemma 2.1 (Sum Elimination). Let e:D, where D is some arbitrary data sort with equality 
function eq. We have that: 

L:Xd<leq(d,e)l><5 = Xe (SE) 
d,D 

Proof. See e.g. [7]. 0 

2.2 Parallelism 

The axioms of pCRL are the axioms of pCRL, combined with the axioms in Table 2. The 
signature E (pCRL) is as E(pCRL) , extended with the operators for parallelism and renaming. 
(We only incorporate the operators OH and T[, and not the general operators for renaming 
[4]. ) 

For communication we have a binary function" which is only defined on action labels. In 
order for a communication to occur between actions c( d), d (e) E A, ,( c, d) should be defined, 
and the data parameters of the actions should match according to axiom CF. By definition, 
the function, is commutative and associative. 

In this paper we assume the so-called handshaking axiom, which says that no more than two 
actions can synchronise. In other words, for all action labels a}, a2 and a3, ,(aI, ,(a2, a3)) = <5 

(c.f. [1]). This assumption is essential for our results, but also very reasonable. In most 
practical cases where synchronous communication occurs, only two parties are involved. 

Concurrency is basically described by three operators: the merge II, the left merge U. and 
the communication merge I. The process p II q symbolises the parallel execution of p and q. It 
'starts' with an action of either p or q, or with a communication, or synchronisation, between 
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p and q. p U. q is as p II q, but the first action that is performed comes from p. Process pi q 
is as p II q, but the first action is a communication between p and q. We will tacitly assume 
associativity and commutativity of II and I, as it can be derived from the axioms for all closed 
instances. 

Encapsulation operators OH block atomic actions with labels in H by renaming them to 
0. They are used to enforce communication between processes. Abstraction operators T[ are 
particularly useful for hiding communication actions, by renaming them to T. 

The various operators of B("CRL) are listed in order of decreasing binding strength: 

{<l'[>,II,U} I: + 
d,D 

Brackets are omitted from expressions according to this convention. 

SUM6 (EX) u. x = EdD(XdU.x) { ,«, d)( d)<",,( d, ,)," SUM7 (EX) Ix = EdD(Xdlx) 
e(d) I c'(e) = ifoy(e, e') defined SUM7' xl(EX)=EdD(xIXd) CF 

SUMS oH(E X) = EdD oH(Xd) o otherwise 
SUM9 T[(EX) = EdDT[(Xd) 

CMI xlly = xu.y+yU.x+xly CDl ala = a 
CM2 aU.x = a·x CD2 ala = a 
CM3 a·xu.y = a,(xlly) CTI Tlx = a 
CM4 (x+y)u.z=xu.z+yu.z CT2 xlT = a 
CM5 a,xlb= (alb)·x 
CM6 alb·x = (alb)·x DI oH(e(d)) = e(d) if e rf. H 
CM7 a·x I b·y = (a I b)·(x II y) D2 oH(e(d)) = 0 if e E H 
CMS (x + y) I z = x I z + y I z D3 OH(X + y) = 8H(X) + 8H(Y) 
CM9 x I (y + z) = x I y + x I z D4 8H(x·y) = OH(X)'OH(y) 

DD 8H(0) = a TIl T[(e(d)) = e(d) ifClU 
DT 8H(T) = T TI2 T[(e(d)) = T if eEl 
TID T[(O) = a TI3 T[(X + y) = T[(X) + n(y) 
TIT T[(T) = T TI4 T[(X'Y) = T[(X)'T[(Y) 

Table 2: Axioms for parallelism and renaming of "CRL, where a, b E AJr and e, e' E AL 

2.3 Linear processes 

We introduce recursion as well as the notion of linear processes. For theoretical purposes, it 
is often convenient to use the related notion of Linear Process Operators (LPOs), instead of 
linear processes. LPOs may be considered as descriptions of process graphs, with terms p as 
states, and actions ai as transition labels. The conditions Ci determine when the corresponding 
transitions may take place. 
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Definition 2.2. A Linear Process Operator (LPO) W is an expression of the form: 

Ap:D --+ W'.Ad:D. L L ai(fi(d, ed)p(9i(d, e;))<lci(d, ei) ~O 
iEI ei:Di 

for some finite index set I, action labels ai E ALT , data types Di and D a" functions Ii : D --+ 
Di --+ D a" gi : D --+ Di --+ D and Ci : D --+ Di --+ Bool. W' is the sort of processes. 

Note that in general, processes have more than one parameter. Using pairing and projection 
functions, it is easy to see that this is a non-essential extension. In [4] linear processes were 
also equipped with a termination option. For reasons of conciseness, we omit this here. From 
an LPO \ji one can easily derive its associated Linear Process Equation p(d) = wpd. The 
other way, from LPE to LPO, is also easy. 

Definition 2.3. A linear process operator W written in the form above is called convergent 
iff there is a well-founded ordering < on D, such that when ai == T and e;(d, ei), it holds that 
9i(d, e;) < d, for all d E D, i E I and ei E Di· 

Convergence of an LPO guarantees that there are no cyclic T-paths from certain states of 
the process to itself. Cyclic T-paths would give rise to non-unique solutions, and consequently 
make the defining LPO ambiguous. The notion of convergence is closely related to the more 
standard notions of guardedness [1, 9]. 

We furthermore state the validity of the following principles, which are restricted variants 
of the corresponding principles in [4], as basic assumptions. 

Definition 2.4. The Recursive Definition Principle (RDP) says that every linear process 
operator \ji has at least one fixed point, i.e. there exists a p : D --+ W' such that p = wp. 

The idea behind CL-RSP is that whenever two process graphs have the same basic structure, 
as determined by the transition labels and the conditions at the transitions, there must be a 
1-1 correspondence between the states of these two processes. 

Definition 2.5. The Convergent Linear Recursive Specification Principle (CL-RSP) says 
that every convergent linear process operator has at most One fixed point, i.e. for all p : D --+ W' 
and q : D --+ W' if p = wp and q = Wq, then p = q. 

3 Linearisation of parallel processes 

3.1 Definition 

We provide the linearisation of the parallel composition of n + 1 linear processes of the form 
P(k, d), i.e., we derive an LPE for such a process. The natural number k (0 :'0 k :'0 n) is the 
index of the process, and the parameter d of some arbitrary sort D denotes other parameters. 
We assume that each process P(k, d) is defined according to the following Linear Process 
Equation: 

P(k:N,d:D) = L L a;(fi(k,d,ei))P(k,9i(k,d,ei))<le;(k,d,ei)~o (2) 
iEI ei:Ei 
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We also assume that this equation is convergent, so that it defines a unique process. 
In order to define the parallel composition we will use a new sort DTable, which defines 

tables indexed by natural numbers, and contains elements of the sort D. Tables are simple 
structures, with sufficient functionality for our purposes. In order to define tables, we also 
need an auxiliary function if : Bool x D x D --+ D reflecting if - then - else. In the sequel 
we also use eq : D a, x D a, --+ Bool, expressing equality of the elements in D a, (only necessary 
for actions that may communicate). We do not explicitly provide defining equations for these 
functions. 

The constant emD of sort D Table denotes the empty table. The function upd enters a 
new data element in the table and the function get gets a specific element from an entry of 
the table. These operators are characterised by a single equation. We do not specify what 
happens if an element from the empty table is being read, as we simply do not encounter this 
situation. We refer to the characterising axiom for tables as the Table Axiom (TA). 

sort DTable 

fune emD:--+ DTable 
upd: I'\! x D x DTable --+ DTable 
get: I'\! x DTable --+ D 

var n, m:l'\!, d:D, dt:DTable 

rew get(n,upd(m,d,dt)) = if(eq(n,m),d,get(n,dt)) 

We can use the following process definition to put n + 1 processes P(k, d) in parallel: 

TA 

S(n:l'\!, dt:DTable) = prO, get (0, dt))<J eq(n, 0) I>(P(n, get(n, dt)) II S(n - 1, dt)) (3) 

In this equation dt denotes a table with initial values of the parameters of processes P. 
Obviously, the n-th table entry contains the value for the process with index n. 

3.2 Composition 

In this section we derive a linear description of S(n, dt) (Lemma 3.3). As a bonus we get 
that S(n, dt) has at most one solution (Corollary 3.5). In the following lemmas we present 
some facts that are used in the calculations to follow. 

Lemma 3.1. It holds that: 

1. m > n = t --+ S(n, dt) = S(n, upd(m, d, dt)); 

2. kJ oF k2 --+ get( n, upd(kJ, dJ, upd (k2' d2 , dt))) = get(n, upd (k2' d2 , upd (kJ, d J, dt))). 

Proof. The first fact is proven by induction on n. The second follows from axiom TA. 0 

Lemma 3.2. Let n ::: k, kJ, k2 . We have that: 

1. P(n + 1, gi(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei)) II S(n, dt) 
= S(n + 1, upd(n + 1, gi(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), e;), dt)); 

2. P(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) II S(n, upd(k, Yi(k, yet(k, dt), ei), dt)) 
= S(n + 1, upd(k,gi(k,get(k, dt),e;), dt)); 
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3. P(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) 
II S( n, upd (k1' gi, (k1' get(k1, dt), ei,), upd (k2' gi2 (k2' get(k2, dt), ei2)' dt))) 

= S(n + 1, upd (k1' gi, (k1' get(k1, dt), ei,), upd (k2' gi2 (k2' get(k2' dt), ei,), dt))); 

4. P(n + 1, gi, (n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei,)) II S(n, upd (k2' g;, (k2' get(k2, dt), ei,), dt)) 

8 

= S(n + 1, upd (n + 1, gi, (n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei,), upd (k2' gi, (k2' get(k2, dt), ei,), dt))). 

Proof. Straightforward. Use axiom TA, equation (3) and Lemma 3.1.1. o 

Below we present the core lemma of this paper. It gives an expansion of S, where all 
operators for parallelism have been removed. The resulting process has the index n and the 
table dt as parameters. In essence, the complexity of process S is now coded using the simple 
table operations upd and get. 

Lemma 3.3 says that process Par may act on data of the k-th component, whose data 
state is represented by the k-th table entry. Such an action ai leads to an update of the 
k-th table entry. Process Par may also do some internal action ,(ail' ai,) and exchange data 
/;, (k1' get(kt, dt), ei,) between the components k1 and k2. The k1-th and k2-th table entries 
are updated as a result of this action. 

Lemma 3.3. The process S as defined in equation (3) is a solution for Par in equation (4) 
below, where the set I and the functions J;, gi and c; are those that occur in equation (2). 

Par(n:N, dt:DTable) = 

LiEf LUI LeiBi a;(fi(k, get(k, dt), ei)) Par(n, upd(k, gi(k, get(k, dt), ei), dt)) 
4c;(k,get(k, dt),ei) 1\ k::; n~o + 

LilE! Li,E! Lk1,N Lk2,N Lei1,Eil Lei2,Ei, "((ai,,ai2)(fil(k1 ,get(k1, dt),ei,)) (4) 
Par(n, upd (kl' gi, (k1' get(kt, dt), ei,), upd (k2' gi2 (k2' get(k2' dt), ei,), dt))) 

4 C;, (kl' get(k1 , dt), ei,) 1\ Ci2 (k2, get(k2' dt), ei,) 1\ 

eq(fi, (kl' get(kl' dt), ei,), /;, (k2, get(k2, dt), ei2)) 1\ kl > k2 1\ kl ::; n 1>0. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the equation above holds, with all occurrences of Par 
replaced by S: 

S(n, dt) = 

LiE! Lk,N LeiBi a;(fi(k, get(k, dt), ei)) S(n, upd(k, gi(k, get(k, dt), ei), dt)) 
4c;(k,get(k, dt),ei) 1\ k::; n~o + 

Li1E! Li,E! Lkl,N Lk"N Leil ,Ei , 2::ei2,Ei2 "((ail' ai,)(fi1 (kt, get(kl' dt), ei,)) (5) 
S(n, upd (k1, gi, (k1 , get(k1, dt), ei,), upd (k2' 9;, (k2' get(k2, dt), ei2)' dt))) 

4 C;, (k1' get(kl' dt), ei,) 1\ Ci, (k2' get(k2, dt), ei,) 1\ 

eq(/;, (k1, get(k1 , dt), eil ),!i, (k2, get(k2' dt), ei2)) 1\ kl > k2 1\ kl ::; n 1>c5. 

We do this with induction on n. 
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Base, n = O. 

S(O, dt) 

o 
o 
TA 
= 

prO, get (0, dt)) 

L:iEl L:ei,Ei a;(fi(O, yet (0, dt), ei) )P(O, gi (0, get(O, dt), ei)) 
<l Ci (0, get (0, dt), ei) t>J 

L:iEl L:ei,Ei ai (fi (0, get(O, dt), ei)) 
pro, get (0, upd(O, girO, get (0, dt), ei), dt))) 

<l c;(0, yet (0, dt), ei) t>J 

L:iEl L:eiBi ai (fi(O, get(O, dt), ei) )S(O, upd (0, gi (0, get (0, dt), ei), dt)) 
<l C;(O, get (0, dt), ei) t>J 
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LEI L:k,N L:ei,Ei ai(fi(k, yet(k, dt), ei))S(k, upd(k,gi(k, get(k, dt), ei), dt)) 
<l Ci (k, get(k, dt), ei) 1\ k :S a t>J. 

We now have the first main summand of equation (5). Moreover there are no kJ, k2 that 
satisfy k2 < kJ :S 0, so the second main summand of (5) equals J. As x + J = x we may 
conclude this part of the proof. 

Induction step. Suppose equation (5) holds for some n ~ O. We show that it also holds for 
n + 1. So, we must derive (5) with occurrences of n replaced by n + 1. 

We expand the equation for S(n + 1, dt) a little: 

S(n + 1, dt) 
eMI 

P(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) II S(n, dt) 

P(n + 1, yet(n + 1, dt)) ILS(n, dt) + 
S(n, dt) IL P(n + 1, yet(n + 1, dt)) + 
P(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) I S(n, dt) 

We analyse the terms A, Band C separately. 

A. By equation (2) we have 

P(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) ILS(n, dt) 

L:iEl L:ei,Ei ai(fi(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei)) 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 

(P(n + 1, gi(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei)) II S(n, dt)) 
<l Ci(n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei) t>J 

3.2~SE LiEl L:k,N Lei'Ei ai(fi(k, get(k, dt), ei)) 
S(n + 1, upd (k, gi (k, get(k, dt), ei), dt)) 

<lci(k,get(k,dt),ei)l\k=n+1t>J (a) 
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B. By the induction hypothesis we have a linear form for Sen, dt) (c.f. equation (5)). Ex
pansion of B: 

Sen, dt) IL Pen + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) 

I:iEI I:Hi I:eiBi ai(fi(k, get(k, dt), ei)) 
(S(n, upd(k, gi(k, get(k, dt), e,l, dt)) II Pen + 1, get(n + 1, dt))) 

<Jci(k,get(k, dt),e;) /\ k ~ n0-5 + 
I:il El I:i2El I:kl,N I:k2,N I:eil ,Ei , I:ei2 Bi2 ,(ai" ai2 )(Ii, (kl' get(k1, dt), ei,)) 

(S(n, upd(kl' % (kl' get(kJ , dt), ei,), upd(k2' gi2 (k2' get(k2' dt), ei,), dt))) 
II Pen + 1, get(n + 1, dt))) 

<J C;, (kl' get(k1 , dt), ei,) /\ (;.;2 (k2' get(k2' dt), ei2) /\ 
eq(f;, (kJ, get(k J , dt), ei,), 1i2 (k2' get(k2, dt), ei2)) /\ 
kl > k2 /\ kl ~ n 0-5 

3.2 . .!?,3) " 
uiEI I:k,N I:ei,Ei ai(fi(k, get(k, dt), e,l) 

Sen + 1, upd(k,gi(k, get(k, dt), e,l, dt)) 
<Jc;(k,get(k, dt),ei) /\ k ~ n0-5 + (bl) 

I:ilEI I:i2EI I:kl,N I:k"N I:eil ,Eil I:ei2 ,Ei, ,(ai" ai2 )(fi, (kl' get(kJ, dt), ei,)) 
Sen + 1, upd (kl' gi, (kl' get(kl' dt), ei,), 

upd (k2, gi2 (k2' get (k2' dt), ei,), dt))) 
<J Ci, (kl' get(kl' dt), ei,) /\ Ci, (k2' get(k2' dt), ei2) /\ 

eq(fi, (kl' get(k1 , dt), ei,), Ii, (k2, get(k2' dt), ei2)) /\ 
kl > k2/\ kl ~ n0-5 (b2) 

C. We may again use the induction hypothesis. We use the fact (axiom CF) that the 
communication of two actions is not a 5 only if the arguments are equal. Also note that 
ternary communication is not allowed. In P we use indices iI, kl = n + 1, and in the first 
main summand of S we use indices i2, k2 . 

Pen + 1, get(n + 1, dt)) I Sen, dt) 

L:ilEI ~i2EI I:k2:N Leil :Eil Lei2:Ei2 

,(ai" ai,)(J;, (n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei,)) 
(P(n + 1, gi, (n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei,)) II 
Sen, upd(k2' gi, (k2' get(k2' dt), ei2)' dt))) 

<J Ci, (n + 1, get (n + 1, dt), ei,) /\ Ci2 (k2, get( k2, dt), ei2) /\ 
eq(J;, (n + 1, get(n + 1, dt), ei,), fi2 (k2' get(k2, dt), ei,)) /\ 
k2 ~ n0-5 

I:ilEl I:i2El I:k,J, I:k"N I:eil,Eil I:ei2Bi2 ,(ai" ai2)(Ji,(k1 , get(k1 , dt),ei,)) 
Sen + 1, upd (kJ, gi, (kJ, get(k1, dt), ei,), 

upd (k2, gi2 (k2, get(k2, dt), ei2)' dt))) 
<J (;.;, (kl' get(k1 , dt), ei,) /\ Ci, (k2, get(k2, dt), ei2) /\ 

eq(li, (kJ, get(kl' dt), ei,), 1i2 (k2' get(k2, dt), ei,)) /\ 
kl > k2 /\ kl = n + 10-5 (c) 

Now take a + bl and b2 + c, and combine the results. We then exactly have the desired 
right-hand side of Sen + 1, dt), which proves the induction step. We conclude that Sen, dt) 
is a solution for PaTen, dt). 0 
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Lemma 3.4. Equation (4) is convergent. 

Proof. As (2) is convergent, there is a well-founded relation < <;; (f\! x D) x (f\! x D), such 
that if C;(k, d, e;) = t and a; = T, then (/c, g;(k, d, ei)) < (k, d). 

Using < we can define a well-founded relation -< as follows: 

{ 

eq(n1' n2) II 
((n1' dtl), (n2, dt2)) <;; -< iff for all a :0; k :0; nl : (k, get(k, dtl)) :0; (k, get(k, dt2)) II 

for some a :0; k :0; nl : (k, get(k, dtl)) < (k, get(k, dt2)) 

where (kl' dl ) :0; (k2' d2) iff (kl' dl ) < (k2' d2), or eq(kl' k2) II eq(dl , d2). 
Now consider equation (4). The second main summand of Par can never 'start' with a 

T-step, so only the first has to be taken into account. Using -< it is straightforward to see 
that convergence is a fact. 0 

Corollary 3.5 (Parallel Specification Principle). Equation (3) has at most one solution for 
the variable S. 

Proof. Lemma 3.3 says that any solution for S in (3) is a solution for Par in (4). Using 
Lemma 3.4 CL-RSP expresses that there is at most one solution for Par. Consequently, also 
equation (3) has at most one solution. 0 

3.3 Main theorem 

For practical use we find the form of equation (4) not very convenient, since it has the 
condition kl > k2 in its second main summand. A more convenient form, stated in our main 
result, Theorem 3.7, has this condition coded in the indices i1 and i2: Another reason to 
rewrite equation (4) to the form in Theorem 3.7, is that the latter has only half the number 
of summands in its second main term. 

We first present a lemma. 

Lemma 3.6. Let kl 01 k2. It holds that 

Par(n, upd (kl' gi, (kl' get(kl , dt), e;,), upd (k2' g;, (k2' get(k2' dt), ei,), dt))) = 
Par(n, upd (k2' gi, (k2' get(k2' dt), ei,), upd (kl' 9;, (kl' get(kl' dt), ei,), dt))). 

Proof. We abbreviate the term gi,(kl,get(k1,dt),ei,) by d l and gi,(k2,get(k2,dt),ei,) by 
d2. As Par(n, dt) = S(n, dt) it suffices to prove 

S(n, upd(kl' d[, upd(k2' d2, dt))) = S(n, upd(k2' <12 , upd(kl' <1 1 , dt))). 

We prove this fact by induction on n. 
Base, n = O. We have that 

3.1.2 
prO, get (0, upd (kl' <11, upd (k2' <12, dt)))) 

prO, get(O, upd (k2, d2, upd(kl' dl , dt)))). 

Induction step. Using a similar argument and the induction hypothesis, this part of the proof 
also follows easily. 

o 
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In order to obtain the following result, we have to assume that there is a total reflexive 
ordering :0; on the index set I. 

Theorem 3.7 (Composition Theorem). The process S as defined in equation (3) is the 
(unique) solution for Par in the (convergent) equation below; so for all noN and dt:DTable, 

S(n, dt) = Par(n, dt), where the set I and the functions Ii, gi and Gi are those that OCCUT in 
equation (2). 

Par(n:N, dt:DTable) = 
EiE[ Eko]\/ Eei,Ei a;(fi(k, get(k, dt), ei)) Par(n, upd(k,gi(k, get(k, dt), e;), dt)) 

<lGi(k,get(k, dt),e;) /\ k:O; nt>o + 
EilE[ Ei'E[l\i,Sil Ekl J1 Ek2J1 Eeil ,Eil E ei2,Ei2 ,(ai" ai,)(h (kl' get(kl , dt), eiJ) 

Par(n, upd (kl' gil (kl' get(kl' dt), eiJ, upd (k2' gi, (k2' get(k2, dt), ei2)' dt))) 
<l Gil (kl' get(kl , dt), eil) /\ Gi 2 (k2' get(k2, dt), ei,) /\ 

eqUil (kl' get(kl' dt), eil)' li2 (k2' get(k2' dt), ei2)) /\ 
~eq(kl, k2) /\ kl :0; n /\ k2 :0; nt>o. 

Proof. We show that the right-hand side of equation (4) may be transformed to the right
hand side of the equation above. Actually, as the first main summands of both equations 
are equal, we only have to show that the second main summands are equal. To keep the 
argument short we introduce the following two abbreviations: 

]>;li, (kl' k2, ei" ei,) = ,(ail> ai2 )Uil (kl' get(kl' dt), eil)) 
Par(n, upd (kl' gil (kl' get(kl , dt), eiJ, upd (k2, gi2 (k2' get(k2, dt), ei2)' dt))), 

Gili, (kl' k2, eil> ei2) = Cil (kl' get(kl , dt), eiJ /\ Ci2 (k2' get(k2' dt), ei,) /\ 
eq(h (kl, get(kl' dt), eil)' /;, (k2' get(k2' dt), ei2)). 

An essential observation is that Gili,(k[, k2,ei" ei2) = Gi2il(k2,kl ,ei"eil)' and if k[ '" k2 
and lil(kl,get(kl,dt),eil) = li2(k2,get(k2,dt),ei2) then using Lemma 3.6 it follows that 
Pili2(kt,k2,eil,ei2) = Pi2il(k2,kI,ei2,eil)· 

The second main summand of (4) can now be written as 

L:ilEI Li2EI Lkt:N L'::k2:N Leit:Eil L:ei2:Ei2 Pili2{k1 ,k2,eil,ei2) 
<lGili2(kl,k2,ei"ei2) /\ kl > k2/\ kl:O; nt>o. 

By splitting this summand into i2 :0; i l and i2 2: i l , splitting kl > k2 into kl 2: k2 and 
~eq(kl, k2) and adding the redundant condition k2 :0; n this term is equal to: 

Lit EI Li2EI Ai2:Sil Lkl:N Lk2:N Lei} :Ei1 Lei2 :Ei2 Pili2 (kl' k21 eill ei2) 

<l Gili, (kl' k2, eil> ei,) /\ kl 2: k2 /\ ~eq(kl, k2) /\ kl :::: nil k2 :::: nl>o + 
L:ilEI Li2EIAi22:il Lkl:N Lk2:N Le'il :Eil Lei2:Ei2 Pili2(k11 k21 eil' ei2) 

<l Gil i2 (kl' k2' eil> ei2) /\ kl 2: k2 /\ ~ eq (kl' k 2 ) /\ kl :0; n /\ k2 :0; n 1>0. 

By changing the order of the summands and by exchanging the names of il and i2, kl and 
k21 and eil and ei2 in the second main summand, we obtain: 

Lil EI Li2EI t\i2:Sil L:kl:N Lk2:N Leil :Ei} Lei2 :Ei2 Pili2 (kl' k21 eil' ei2) 
<l Gil i2 (kl' k2' , eil , eiz) /\ kl 2: k2 /\ ~ eq(kl ,k2) /\ kl :0; n /\ k2 :0; n t>O + 

EitEl Li2EIAi2::;il 2:kl:N 2:k2:N 2:eil :Eil 2:ei2:Ei2 Phil (k2' kt, ei2' eil) 

<lGi2il(k2, kl,ei" eiJ /\k2 2: kl/\~eq(k2,kl) /\k2:O; n/\kl:O; nt>o. 
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By the observation stated above we may put some of the variables ii, i2, kl and k2 in the 
second main summand back to their original places. A term results with two main summands, 
only differing in that one contains the condition kJ 2: k2 , and the other contains kJ ::; k2 . As 
either of the conditions must be the case, we may take both main summands together, and 
obtain 

L:il EI Li2EIl\i2:5h Lkl:N Lk2:N Leil :Eil Lei2 :Ei2 Pi1 i2 (kl' k2, ei1, ei2) 

<l C i1 i, (kJ, k2 , ei" ei,) /\ ,eq(kJ, k2 ) /\ kJ ::; n /\ k2 ::; n 1>0, 

which is the desired right-hand side. 

4 Example verification 

o 

In this section we give an example of the application of Theorem 3.7. We concatenate n + 1 
buffers and prove that the total system exactly behaves as a queue of capacity n + 1. In order 
to abstract from internal activity the cones and foci method is used [11]. 

4.1 The cones and foci method 

In process algebra it is common to verify the correctness of a process - referred to as the 
implementation - by proving it equivalent to a more abstract process, the specification. Data 
parameters, which often impose control structures on a process, can make such equivalence 
proofs very complex. 

The cones and foci technique addresses this problem. The main idea behind this technique 
is that there are usually many internal events in an implementation, but that they are only 
significant in the sense that they must somehow progress towards a state where visible events 
are possible. These events should match with a visible event in the corresponding specifi
cation. It may be, however, that external actions take place while internal activity is still 
possible. 

A state of the implementation where no internal actions are enabled is called a focus point. 
Focus points are characterised by a condition on the data of the process called the focus 
condition. The focus condition is the negation of the condition which allows T-actions to 
occur. The cone belonging to a focus point is that part of the state space, from which the 
focus can be reached by doing only internal actions. 

Figure 1 may give some more intuition about cones and foci. Imagine that the transition 
system has a cone or 'funnel' which points towards the focus (F). In the funnel only internal 
process activity (T-steps) takes place. This internal activity ultimately reaches a point where 
the implementation has to do external steps (a, b, c, d). 

In a verification of processes with data, there may also be unreachable states in the imple
mentation. These can be excluded using an invariant. As we do not need invariants in the 
example verification, we omit further references to invariants. 

The crucial element in the technique is a mapping from the data states of the implementa
tion to the data states of the specification. This mapping is surjective, but almost certainly 
not injective, since the data of the specification is very likely to be simpler than that of the 
implementation. So in terms of data structures we have a refinement, but in terms of actions 
we have an equivalence. 
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d 

~ External actions 

- - - 3> Progressing internal actions 

Figure 1: A cone and a focus point 

Consider the following two LPOs (see also Definition 2.2), and let 'li be the LPO of the 
implementation and <Ii the LPO of the specification. 

'li ~ )..p:D'I! -+ 1P'.)"d:D'I!. L L a;(fi(d,e;))p(gi(d, ei))<Jc;(d,ei) t>o 
iEI ei:Di 

with action labels ai E ALT , and 

<Ii ~ )..q:D1> -+ 1P'.)"d:D1>. L L a;(f;(d, ei)) q(g;(d, ei))<J c;(d, ei) t>O 
iEI' ei:Di 

with action labels ai E AL. I' <;; I contains the indices of all visible actions of the imple
mentation. An equality proof for solutions of 'li and <Ii amounts to finding a state mapping 
h : D'I! -+ D1> such that the following six matching criteria are satisfied. 

1. The implementation 'li must be convergent; 

2. Internal actions in the implementation preserve the mapping. If for some i E I it holds 
that ai == T then 

ci(d, ei) -+ h(d) = h(gi(d, ei)); 

3. If the implementation can do a visible action then the specification can do a similar 
one. Let i E I'. 

c;(d, ei) -+ c;(h(d), e·i); 

4. If the specification can do a visible action and the focus condition holds, then the 
implementation can do a similar one. Let i E I', and let FC'I!(d) denote the focus 
condition. 

FC'I!(d) i\ c;(h(d), ei) -+ ci(d, ed; 
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5. The implementation and the specification have the same data parameters on visible 
actions. Let i E I'. 

ci(d, ei) -+ J;(d, ei) = J;(h(d), cd; 

6. If the implementation and specification perform a visible action, then the mapping on 
the (data) state of the process is altered in a similar way. Let i E I'. 

C;(d, ei) -+ h(gi(d, ei)) = g;(h(d), ei)' 

If these six criteria are satisfied, then the General Equality Theorem from [11] states how 
the specification and the implementation are related in branching bisimulation semantics. 

Theorem 4.1 (General Equality Theorem). Let rand q be solutions of the LPOs \[I and <1>, 
respectively. It holds that 

r(d)<1 FCw(d) ~Tr(d) = q(h(d))<1 FCw(d) ~T q(h(d)). 

4.2 Concatenated buffers form a queue 

We connect n + 1 buffers of capacity 1, and prove that the external behaviour of the whole 
system equals that of a queue of size n + 1. The n + 1 concatenated buffers form an excellent 
example to demonstrate our main result. However, there are other convenient ways to prove 
this fact. Various approaches to concatenate queues with queues or buffers can be found in 
the literature, see e.g. [1, 2, 12, 13]. A basic inductive argument for such a proof is that a 
queue of size n > 0, concatenated with a buffer, should behave as a queue of size n + 1. None 
of the references mentioned uses our approach in an implicit or explicit way. 

The full benefit of the main theorem will rather be gathered in the verification of processes 
with a more complicated interaction, and where the combined behaviour of n processes does 
not so easily imply the behaviour of n + 1 processes as in our example. A number of more 
realistic, but for this context too complicated examples were already mentioned in the intro
duction: [3, 6, 8, 15, 19]. 

Consider the following specification of a buffer: 

sort BElt 

fune (_, _) : D x Bool -+ BElt 

dat : BElt -+ D 
empty : BElt -+ Bool 

var b:Bool, d:D 

rew dat( (d, b)) = d 
empty ( (d, b)) = ~b 

proe BuJ(k:N, be:BElt) = L.d,D rdd) Buf(k, (d, t))<1 empty ( be) ~J + 
Sk+l( dat( be)) BuJ(k, (dat( be), f))<1 ~empty(be) ~J 

Actually, it would be more precise to give separate specifications of buffers for k = 1, 1 < 
k < nand k = n, but for reasons of brevity we only lise one equation. Let r'O abbreviate read 
and Sn+! abbreviate send. 
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The buffer process may read a new data element only when it is empty. After a 'read' 
action the buffer is full. The buffer process may send a data element only when it is not 
empty. After a 'send' action the buffer is empty. 

Note that ri(d) and si(d) (1 :S i :S n) actually stand for actions rU(i, d)) and sU(i, d)), 
respectively, where f is some pairing function. Let ci(d) denote cU(i, d)) in a similar way. 

We further define communications, and sets H and I for encapsulation and abstraction, 
respectively: 

( ) 
del 

,1',8 = C, del { } H = 1',3, I''%f{c}. 

Consider the specification of tables in Section 3.1, and let the sorts BElt and BTable take 
the place of D and DTable, respectively. Instantiate equation (3) in a similar way, and we 
obtain 

S(n:N, bt:BTable) = Buf(O, get(O, bt))'1 eq(n, 0) <>(Buf(n, get(n, btl) II S(n - 1, btl). 

Let Par'(n, btl abbreviate 8H (Par(n, btl). After application of Theorem 3.7 and encapsu
lation it follows that: 

Par'(n, btl = 
2:d,D read (d) Par' (n, upd (0, (d, t), bt))'1 empty(get(O, bt)) <>8 + 
send(dat(get(n, btl)) Par'(n, upd(n, (dat(get(n, dt)), f), btl) 

'1, empty (get (n, bt)) <>8 + 
2:0<i<n <;+1 (dat(get(i, btl)) 

Par'(n, upd(i, (dat(get(i, btl), f), upd(i + 1, (dat(get(i, btl), t), btl)) 
'1,empty(get(i, btl) II empty(get(i + 1, btl) [>8. 

Observe the above equation for Par'. The first main summand denotes the reading of data 
at the external port (numbered 0), and storage of a corresponding buffer element in the first 
'cell' of the queue. The second summand stands for the sending of the data from the last 
cell of the queue, at port number n + 1. Note that afterwards cell n is empty. The third 
summand is the most complicated. It specifies the internal activity of the queue. At each 
possible action <;+1 the buffer element in cell number i is moved on to cell number i + 1. 

Next, abstraction is applied to the equation, and all actions <;+1 are renamed to T. It is not 
hard to see that the resulting equation is still convergent; If process n(Par') is restricted to 
perform only internal actions (T-steps), the process 'converges' to a state where no element 
in the queue can mOve closer to the exit of the queue. This situation is captured by the focus 
condition: 

FC(i, n, btl ~ (0 :S i < nil ,empty(get(i, btl) -+ ,empty(get(i + 1, btl)). 

The following step is to define a queue of size n + 1 as we want to have it. 

sort Sequence 

fune emS:-+ Sequence 
in : D x Sequence -+ Sequence 
toe: Sequence -+ D 
untoe : Sequence -+ Sequence 
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size : Sequence --+ N 

var d, e:D, s:Sequence 

rew size ( emS) = 0 
size(in(d,s)) = size(s) + 1 
toe(in(d, emS)) = d 
toe(in(d, in(e, s))) = toe(in(e, s)) 
untoe ( in (d, emS)) = emS 
untoe(in(d, in(e, s))) = in(d, untoe(in(e, s))) 

proc Q(n:N, s:Sequence) = ~d'D read (d) Q(n, in(d, s))<l size(s) ::; n D>O + 
send(toe(s)) Q(untoe(s))<lsize(s) > OD>cl 

17 

As long as the queue is not full it may read data at port 0, and store it on top of the internal 
data sequence. As long as the queue is not empty it is able to send the oldest element (toe) 
from the data sequence, via port n + l. A 'send' action should lead to removal of the toe of 
the internal data sequence. 

The Conversion Axiom (CA) will be used to transform the states of process T[(Par') into 
the states of Q. Function convert converts tables with buffer elements to terms of the simpler 
data type Sequence. 

func convert: N x N x BTable --+ Sequence 

var k, noN, bt :BTable 

rew convert(k, n, btl = if(k ::; n, 
if(empty(get(k, btl), 

convert(k + 1, n, btl, 
in(dat(get(k, btl), convert(k + 1, n, btl)), 

emS) 

Now we are able to state the major conclusion of this example. 

Proposition 4.2. It holds that: 

T[(Par'(n, bt))<l FC(i, n, btl D>T T[(Par'(n, btl) = 

Q(n, convert(O, n, bt))<l FC(i, n, btl D>T Q(n, convert (0, n, btl). 

CA 

Proof. (Sketch.) Here the cones and foci technique, described in the previous section, can 
be applied sucessfully. We have already stated the convergence of the equation for Par' after 
renaming the c; to T (so for T[(Par')). Considering the remaining matching criteria (m.c.) 
we find the following eight proof obligations: 

l. (m.c. 2) 0::; i < n 1\ ,empty(get(i, btl) 1\ empty(get(i + 1, btl) --+ 
convert(O, n, bt) = 
convert(O,n, upd(i, (dat(get(i, btl), f), upd(i + 1, (dat(get(i, btl), t), btl)); 

2. (m.c. 3) empty(get(O, bt)) --+ size(convert(O,n, bt))::; n; 

3. (m.c. 3) ,empty(get(n, btl) --+ size(conver·t(O,n, btl) > 0; 

4. (m.c. 4) FC(i,n, btl II size(convert(O,n, bt))::; n --+ empty (get(O, btl); 
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5. (m.c. 4) FC(i,n, btl /\ size(convert(O,n, btl) > 0 -+ ~empty(get(n, btl); 

6. (m.c. 5) ~empty(get(n, btl) -+ dat(get(n, btl) = toe(convert(O,n, btl); 

7. (m.c. 6) empty(get(O, btl) -+ 
convert (0, n, upd (0, (d, t), bt)) = in(d, convert (0, n, bt)); 

8. (m.c. 6) ~empty(get(n, btl) -+ 
convert (0, n, upd (n, (dat(get(n, dt) ),f), bt)) = untoe( convert (0, n, bt)). 

These formulas are proven quite straightforwardly. As an example, and quite arbitrarily 
chosen, we prove 1 and 4. 

1. The formula 

k ~ i /\ 0 ~ i < n /\ ~empty(get(i, btl) /\ empty(get(i + 1, btl) -+ 
convert(i - k, n, btl = 
convert(i - k, n, upd(i, (dat(get(i, btl), f), upd(i + 1, (dat(get(i, btl), t), bt))) 

is easily proven by induction on k using the axioms CA and TA. Formula 4.2.1 is an 
instance of the above one (take k = i); 

4. Proof by contradiction. Assume ~empty(get(O, btl) = t, and that the premise of the 
formula holds. By the Focus Condition (induction on i) it follows for all 0 ~ i ~ n that 
~empty(get(i, btl) = t. By axiom CA it follows easily that the queue must be full, so of 
size n + 1. By the assumption that size (convert (0, n, bt)) ~ n we have a contradiction. 

By the General Equality Theorem (4.1) this theorem is proven. o 

Finally, we want to consider the process Tf(Par') where, initially, no data is present in the 
queue. Therefore we define an empty table with k + 1 entries (all containing elements (d, f)) 
as follows: 

fune init: N x D -+ BTable 

var k:N,d:D 

rew init(k, d) = if(k > 0, upd(k, (d, f), init(k - 1, d)), upd(O, (d, f), emB)) 

As an instance of Theorem 4.2 we easily obtain: 

Tf(Par'(n, init(n,d))) = Q(n, emS). 

The T[(Par') process that starts with no data in its table is equal to the queue process Q 
that starts with an empty sequence. 
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